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• Why is it called RAPTOR?

• How did the RAPTOR Bus get it’s start?

• How did MCEMS acquire the bus?

• What is it currently used for?

Questions that this Presentation will answer



Why is it called RAPTOR?Rapid

Activation 

Patient 

Treatment

Or 

Rehab



How did the RAPTOR Bus get it’s start?
Manatee Memorial Hospital is located in 
Zone A which was a mandatory 
evacuation zone.

206 patients needed to be relocated in a 
very short time.

MCEMS was called to assist in this 
endeavor.

In the process of evacuating patients an 
MCAT bus was used for transport.

September 
2017 

Hurricane 
Irma



Patient Evacuation at Manatee Memorial Hospital 

Critical patient 
requiring 
transport with 
several IV pumps 
and ventilator



How did MCEMS acquire the bus?
MCAT routinely has units 
within their fleet meeting 

requirements for 
retirement.

EMS was able to procure a 
retired unit and give it new 

life.

After a new paint job, 
emergency lights, and 
some retro fitting of 
interior equipment, 

RAPTOR became the latest 
EMS asset. 



What is RAPTOR currently used for?

•Multiple alarm Fire Dept. 
responses

•Multi patient 
evacuations/relocations



•Long Term MCI 
Events

• Special Events with 
large venue
or crowds



•Deployment for relief efforts

•Virtually any situation that rehab or 
multiple patient treatment is necessary



Active Rehab of 
Firefighters on 
scene of a large 
industrial fire



Interior layout and 
Features of RAPTOR



Thank you 
Questions  ???

Keith S. Lock
District Chief
Manatee County EMS
Keith.lock@mymanatee.org
941.749.3500 

mailto:Keith.lock@mymanatee.org
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